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Abstract 
 

There are many examples in industry where accidents have occurred because of 

process safeguard failures. With the increasing risk of accidents and approval of ISA-

S84.01 and IEC 61508, people are making extensive efforts to meet desired safety 

objectives.  

Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) has been widely used to conduct quantitative risk 

assessments of processes to relate local causes and effects contributing to top events 

(accidents) in nuclear and utility industry. This analysis helps to determine which events 

contribute most to the possibility for overall process failure. However, drawbacks of this 

technology have limited its use in the chemical process industry. FTA is time consuming, 

requires a detailed understanding of the process, and is vulnerable to human error for 

omitting possible failure causes. Furthermore there is no standard taxonomy for 

collecting and reporting failure rate data, hence the quality of failure rate data in available 

sources is highly variable. All of these factors make FTA difficult to apply for any one 

analysis. 

 The object of this research is to design a practical and efficient Computer-aided 

Fault Tree Synthesis Methodology (CFTSM). This research will eventually provide a 

computer package that will read information contained in process Piping and 

Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and system specific information, utilize a generic 

database and user-defined failure modes and rates, provide automatic aids to assist 

engineers in generating fault trees, analyze Minimum Cut Sets (MCS) for fault trees and 

provide a safety report. 
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1. Background 

Along with the rapid progress of industrialization, the risk of accidents (such as 

fire, explosion, and leaking) also is increasing. Risk assessment is becoming increasingly 

important to the process industry to meet its process safety objectives. People are making 

extensive efforts to prevent or reduce the frequency of accidents. In 1996, the 

International Society for Measurement and Control (ISA) approved ISA-S84.01. The 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) accepted this standard in 1997, which 

requires that any US based instrumented systems developed after March 1997 must meet 

this standard. This performance-based standard does not have prescriptive requirements, 

but it provides the overall risk-based safety life cycle model and guidelines for industrial 

processes to meet a desired Safety Integrity Level (SIL). An example is shown in Table 

1. 

A target SIL is defined during the safety requirement specification development 

for an industrial system. According to the standards, the ability of the Safety 

Instrumented System (SIS) to achieve a specific SIL must be validated at each stage of 

design and prior to any changes made to the design after commissioning. The entire 

operation, testing, and maintenance procedures and practices are also verified for 

agreement with the target SIL. Thus, a validation process for SIL is very important to 

comply with ISA-S84.01. 

 

Table 1. Performance Requirements for Each SIL 
(Source: Gruhn, P. Accidents lead to modern safety-instrumented system, Managing 

Process Safety, Jan. 1999) 
Integrity Level Safe Availability(%) PFD* Equivalent RRF** 

4*** >99.99 <0.0001 >10,000 
3 99.9-99.99 0.001-0.0001 1,000-10,000 
2 99-99.9 0.01-0.001 100-1,000 
1 90-99 0.1-0.01 10-100 
0 (control - N/A) 

 
*PFD= Probability of failure on demand. 
**RRF=Risk reduction factor (1/PFD). 
***ISA and AICHE documents restricted to 3 levels. 
 
Figure 1 shows the safety life cycle model for safety design proposed by ISA-

S84.01. 
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Figure 1. Safety Design Life Cycle 

 
(Source: Gruhn, P. Accidents lead to modern safety-instrumented system, Managing 

Process Safety, Jan. 1999) 
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2. Risk Assessment and Fault Tree Analysis 

The first step of safety design life cycle is hazard identification and risk 

assessment. Only then we can proceed with the following SIS design steps. Risk 

assessment can be either qualitative or quantitative, but qualitative results are no longer 

satisfactory. Three methods are used to perform quantitative risk analysis: (i) Simplified 

equation (ii). Fault tree analysis (iii) Markov modeling (2). Analysts prefer simplified 

equations for an initial estimation, which is suitable for SIL 1 and 2 systems where 

architecture is relatively simple. But for more complicated systems, fault tree analysis or 

Markov modeling are recommended. Many people do not feel comfortable with Markov 

modeling and its fundamental mathematics background. As a tool for risk and reliability 

assessment, FTA has been long accepted (3). However, Markov is more suitable when 

failure rates are explicitly time dependent. 

Fault tree is developed using Boolean (AND,OR) logic to document all known 

possible intermediate state or events that lead to the top event. A logic model is 

constructed to show how combinations of failures of more basic process unit, safeguard 

systems and human error that can lead to the top event. FTA estimates the probability of 

accident occurrence and gives information about probable causes of such an accident. 

The theory of FTA has been well studied and published (5). In particular, a quantitative 

estimation of safeguard effectiveness is provided. FTA has been widely used in the 

nuclear and utility industry. Powerful as this technique is, it is also very cumbersome and 

costly, which limits its areas of application. 

Although FTA is recognized as potentially the most powerful technique that can 

model complex logic relationships, its use in forecasting accidents in chemical industries 

has been surprisingly limited (4). The reasons include: (I) Though some rules have been 

developed by experts, the construction of fault tree is still time consuming and needs 

expert manpower. (II) Though some computer packages are available to analyze fault 

trees, their efficiency and resolution must be improved. (III) Current available failure rate 

data are insufficient for accurate analysis. (IV) The need for manpower and time is often 

overwhelming, which increases the cost of FTA. (V) Results are not reliable due to large 

uncertainties involved in failure rate data (4). Because of the above factors, FTA is 
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relatively expensive for process companies to conduct, and the quality of the results may 

be highly variable.  

To make the best use of its power, researchers have attempted to make the FTA 

more robust, user-friendly, and less time-consuming (6)(7). Researchers have developed 

for FTA some automatic algorithms and software packages, which have not been 

particularly successful (5). At the same time, benefits from understanding the process 

may be decreased in automatic algorithms and software packages. Research is needed to 

develop a Computer-aided Fault Tree Synthesis Methodology (CFTSM) to achieve FTA 

of high quality. 

 

3. Computer-aided Fault Tree Synthesis Methodology 

CFTSM must address both the basic requirements of conventional FTA and 

should provide at least a partial solution to the difficulties described above. It should: 

1. Provide a method to identify hazardous top events. This can be achieved through an 

algorithm linking to an accident (top event) database. The program will provide a 

checklist of top events according to inputted process information and obtain fault 

tress for all conceivable top events. 

2. Provide a generic database for categorizing process equipment types and human 

process interactions, primary failure modes associated with specific components and 

operations, and corresponding failure rate data. Because of the dearth and 

questionable reliability of currently published failure rate data, this database requires 

collection and validation of the process industry literature. 

3. Provide an automatic method to generate fault trees from process and operation 

information. This means this program should transform information contained in 

process Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) into computer-readable system 

models. CFTSM will automatically extract appropriate failure modes and 

corresponding failure rate data from the generic database. However, users can define 

system-specific failure modes and rate data. Therefore, human-interactive interfaces 

should be available to incorporate specific system information. Based on component 

failure rate databases, P&ID, and specific system information, a graphical fault tree 

will automatically be generated for people to review and incorporate understanding of 
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process systems. This is especially valuable to reduce human labor and error in 

constructing fault trees. 

4. Provide an efficient algorithm to compute gate probabilities and Minimum Cut Sets 

(MCS). Computer codes are available to do this, but they are not very successful with 

regard to memory requirements, complexity time, and computational resolution. 

Because the number of MCS grows exponentially with the size of the fault tree, an 

efficient and high quality algorithm must be used.  

5. Provide automatic safety reports. For a large chemical plant, fault trees will be 

extremely large. People may need time to gain information from large Minimal Cut 

Sets generated by computer packages. The computer package should provide a safety 

report with convenient format to summarize MCS, indicate contributing events, and 

propose reduction to the accident frequency. 

6. Provide an interactive approach to aid people in the use of CFTSM. Real time help 

should be available at each step.  

CFTSM will substantially reduce the manpower needed to identify and synthesize 

routine accident scenarios. The program will incorporate personal understanding of the 

process and virtually eliminate human error or omission during constructing and 

analyzing fault tress. Therefore, CFTSM will provide more consistent and comprehensive 

safety benefits than conventional FTA. 

 

4. Conclusion 

FTA is an analytical tool that uses deductive reasoning to determine the frequency 

of an accident. Although it is the best tool available for a comprehensive analysis, it is 

laborious to manipulate fault tree construction, and the accuracy is limited by the 

reliability of failure rate data. Research is needed to overcome these drawbacks. 
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